
Figure 2. Charge distributions of the HBD (left). The difference of the distributions (center). The enhance-
ment is fitted with a Poisson distribution convoluted with a Polya distribution. Cluster size distributions of
the HBD (right).

a large signal, i.e., when an electron comes to the LG. In order to extract the enhancement component104

which is considered to be originated to pure electron samples, the HBD charge distribution of pion105

candidates is normalized and is subtracted from the charge distribution of electron candidates. This106

distribution was fitted by a Poisson distribution convoluted with a Polya distribution. The Poisson107

distribution represents the distribution of the number of photoelectrons due to Cherenkov photons108

and the Polya distribution shows the fluctuation of electron amplification by a GEM stack. The109

mean of the Poisson distribution is found to be 11 ± 1 photoelectrons. The error is dominated by a110

systematic error and is attributed to the normalization method. To evaluate the response to pions,111

we perfomed tracking with SSD and GTR, and projected track position at the HBD and LG position112

was estimated. A track whose residual at the LG, which is the distance between the projected track113

position and the center of a fired LG block, is within 70 mm, which is the almost equivalent size of a114

LG block, and whose energy measured by the LG is less than approximately 0.25 GeV was defined115

as a pion track candidate that passes through the HBD. We searched the region within a circle of116

radius 20 mm centered at the projection position of a pion candidate track for the HBD signals. The117

mean charge is 2.9 photoelectrons, which is smaller than that of pure electron samples. The cluster118

size distributions for electrons and pions are shown in Fig. 2. As expected, electrons have larger119

cluster size than that of pions due to the larger blob size compared to the readout pad size.120

Pion rejection power and electron detection efficiency are evaluated based on the responses to121

pion and electron evaluated. The trigger efficiency of a trigger ASD as a function of the cluster122

charge is shown in Fig. 3. The rising edge of the efficiency curve is shallow due to the electronics123

noise of trigger segments which is much larger than that of the readout pads. One can expect the124

rising edge is sharper if there is no electronics noise in trigger segments. This efficiency curve is125

evaluated for each trigger segment. We weighted each bin of the cluster charge distributions shown126

in Fig. 2 according to the efficiency curve evaluated, deriving the distribution of cluster charge to be127

accepted at the trigger level, and compare it with the original cluster charge distribution to evaluate128

the electron detection efficiency and the pion rejection power at the trigger level. The electron129

detection efficiency and the pion rejection power in the commissioning runs at the trigger level are130

found to be 63 ± 3% and 4.3 ± 0.5% which are worse than the originally expected performance of131

68% and 2%, respectively. The trigger segment has a capacitance of about 5 nF, which means that132

the trigger ASDs are subject to high noise. This can lead to the degradation of the pion rejection133

power. For better performance at offline levels, we further applied a cut for the cluster size which134
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It was performed in 2020-2021, 403 hours in total. 

Tracking Perfomance
- Results are satisfactory as indicated in the table. The hardware 
was upgraded after the run. Improvements are anticipated.

X [μm] Y[μm]

GTR100 236 ± 42 414 ± 81

GTR200 230 ± 52 464 ± 116

GTR300 235 ± 54 477 ± 65

Pion Rejection power
observed [required] [%]

Electron detection efficiency 
observed [required] [%]

HBD (99.1±0.2) [99.4] ( 61±4 )  [63]

LG
(for 0.4-0.6 GeV/c) 

(95.2±0.1)  [95] (79±17) [90]
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 excess ratio in E16 [sim.] 

● Nexcess/(Nexcess+Nphi)
– all bins for Cu are 

significant in E16

● larger excess in lower 
bg (slower) bin : 
the tendency become 
more clear and 
significant
than that of E325. HDextWS   2023Mar16   S.Yokkaichi

21

 E16 Run-2 prospect [sim.]

● Pb targets (30um x 3)
● full (26) modules x 106 days
● modified BW (k1=0.034 & k2=2.6)

● (combinatorial bkg is not shown)

●  mass resolution 5.8+-0.1 MeV

(excluding  frame-hit 
events)

[bg]

● selecting only bg<0.5 
(very slow, only 1% of 
accepted)

[W.Nakai]

Physics Motivation

Measurement of the mass spectrum of 
vector mesons in nuclei at J-PARC.

❏ Investigating the mass of the φ meson at finite density is pivotal
for grasping the QCD vacuum description. 

❏ The KEK-PS E325 Experiment observed a 3% mass reduction of 
φ mesons, however, more statistics is needed.

R. Muto et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98(2007) 042581
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the E16 Spectrometer. One module, shown as the area enclosed
by the orange dashed line, contains a series of detectors and has an acceptance of ±15˝
horizontally and vertically. In the 2021 commissioning runs, detectors enclosed by the
green line were installed.

at the trigger level. Through the offline analysis, they are expected to
reject background pions by 99.97%.

Fig. 1 shows the top view of the E16 spectrometer. The inner
detectors comprise 4-layers of tracking devices: a silicon strip detector
(SSD) and three-layered GEM [2] trackers (GTRs). The outer detectors,
namely a hadron blind detector (HBD) and a lead-glass calorimeter
(LG), are used for electron identification.

We have performed the commissioning runs in 2020 and 2021 with
a part of these detectors. The purpose of this commissioning is to
establish a stable operation of the new beamline and E16 detectors,
evaluate detector performances under the expected high count rate, and
measure the yields of vector mesons. The first physics run is planned
for 2023 with 8 modules.

2. Electron identification detectors

Hadron blind detector. The HBD is a gas-type Cherenkov detector with
a windowless and mirror-less structure, originally developed by the
PHENIX experiment [3]. Fig. 2 shows the structure of the E16 HBD [4].
The HBD consists of a 50 cm CF4 radiator and three-stacked GEMs on
top of which CsI is evaporated. The GEMs amplify the photoelectrons
from the CsI photocathode, and CF4 is also used as the amplification
gas. Although the incident charged particles generate electrons by
ionizing the gas in the drift gap, these electrons are absorbed into the
mesh electrode. The gap distance is optimized to suppress the ionized
electrons generated at the transfer gap.

By applying an electric field to direct ionized electrons in the drift
gap to the GEM stacks, the HBD can detect charged particles. This
voltage operation is referred to as a ‘‘forward bias mode’’. Forward
bias mode was used to collect pion events in the commissioning runs.
In contrast, a voltage operation that absorbs ionized electrons into the
mesh electrode is called a ‘‘reverse bias mode’’.

Fig. 3 shows a gas vessel of the HBD. The vessel consists of alu-
minum plate walls and aluminized Mylar windows, where particles
are incident. The vessel covers two modules to detect the Cherenkov
photons emitted by the electrons passing through the radiator across
the two modules. The size of each GEM is 300 ù 300 mm2 in a stack
with three GEM foils, and four stacks are used in each module. In
2021 six modules were installed, which implies that 72 GEMs foils
were operated. The hole pitch of the GEM is 110 �m with a diameter
of 55 �m. The top GEMs are plated with nickel and gold to prevent
chemical reactions between the evaporated CsI and copper electrodes.

The readout plane has 1400 hexagonal pads in one module. Since
the Cherenkov photons are directly detected on the photocathode
without a mirror, they form a circular ‘‘blob’’ on the detection plane.
The size of a blob is 34 mm in diameter for the 50 cm radiator and
a side of the hexagonal pad is 10 mm, therefore an incident electron

Fig. 2. (a) The HBD operated in the reverse bias mode. Most ionized electrons gen-
erated in the drift gap are absorbed into the mesh electrode, therefore photoelectrons
generated near the top GEM are mainly amplified (for details see text). (b) Sizes of a
Cherenkov blob and the hexagonal readout pads.

Fig. 3. Inside the gas vessel of the HBD with GEM stacks and mesh electrodes.

induces the signal on multiple pads (see Fig. 2(b)). In contrast, ionized
electrons from a charged hadron are expected to cause the signal on a
single pad because they are localized along its trajectory. In the offline
analysis, we use the number of signal-induced pads to remove the signal
from background pions (called as cluster size analysis) [5].

The HBD is expected to reject 98% of pions and detect 68% of elec-
trons at the trigger level based on the results of prior test experiments.
Through the cluster size analysis, the pion rejection performance is
improved to 99.4% with the electron efficiency of 63% [1].

Lead-glass calorimeter. The LG is an electromagnetic calorimeter used
as a particle identification detector. The high-energy electrons have a
much higher probability of generating showers than pions, therefore,
the LG separates electrons from pions using the number of Cherenkov
photons induced by the showers. We use lead glass SF6W originally
developed by the TOPAZ experiment [6] with a size (width ù height ù
depth) of 122 ù 154 ù 135 mm3. The depth corresponds to eight times
the radiation length of 16.9 mm.

The Cherenkov photons are detected by fine-mesh photomultiplier
tubes, Hamamatsu R6683, which are operated at a 0.5 T magnetic field
inside the E16 spectrometer. To avoid the baseline shift and the gain
drop of the PMT signal, caused by a high interaction rate, we segmented
the LGs into 38 blocks for one module, so that the single rate for one
block is reduced to 1 MHz or less, as shown in Fig. 4. These PMTs
are placed parallel to the incident particles to suppress the detection
of Cherenkov photons emitted by the incident pions.

The LGs are used as threshold-type electron identification counters
for trigger signals. Previous studies confirmed that the LG is expected
to detect 90% of electrons at 0.4 GeV_c and remove 90% of pions at
the trigger level. In the offline analysis, we use the momentum of inci-
dent particles, which improves the separation of electrons from pions
because the LG response correlates with the momentum of incoming
electrons.
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Fig. 4. The left figure shows the whole LG calorimeter installed inside the magnet. The whole calorimeter covers ±15˝ vertically and from ±15˝ to ±135˝ horizontally. The right
figure shows the cross section of the LG module.

Fig. 5. (a) The vertical axis shows the count rate per one segment of the LG for the beam of 6.4 ù 109 protons/spill and the horizontal axis represents the horizontal scattering
angle. See Fig. 1 for definition of angles. (b) Beam intensity dependence of the count rate for the segment located at a horizontal scatter angle of +15˝.

3. Commissioning run

We performed commissioning runs of the E16 spectrometer with a
30 GeV proton beam. The primary beam intensity was typically 1 ù
1010 protons/spill (2-sec duration). We used three target foils in-line
with a total thickness of 0.2% of the interaction length. One carbon
foil (0.1%) and two copper foils (0.05%) were used simultaneously. The
interaction rate at the targets was estimated to be 10 MHz.

Operation. Count rates of the LG segments were measured for various
primary beam intensities as shown in Fig. 5. The pulse height threshold
for counting was set to detect charged particles and gamma rays.
The left panel of Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the count rate on
the horizontal scattering angle. The count rate is approximately seven
times higher in the forward region than in the backward region. The
fluctuations, particularly those observed in the backward region, can
be attributed to segment-by-segment gain fluctuations, which should
be calibrated in the offline analysis. The dependence of the count rate
on the beam intensity is shown in the right panel of Fig. 5. The count
rate increased in proportion to the beam intensity up to 1.4 MHz,
which is 40% higher than expected. The linearity indicated that no gain
degradation was observed under real beam conditions.

Online results. We evaluated the response of the HBD and LG to elec-
trons in a semi-online analysis. Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show the HBD
and LG responses, respectively, to electron and pion candidates as
selected by the other electron identification detector. In Fig. 6(a), the
LG condition for selecting electron candidates corresponds to selecting
an energy of 0.5 GeV or higher in the case of electrons. Pion samples
are effectively obtained by requiring an energy of 0.1–0.25 GeV. In
Fig. 6(b), the HBD selects the electron candidates by applying a thresh-
old of 7 photoelectrons to signals in the reverse bias mode, while it
selects the pion candidate in the forward bias mode. Both plots show
a clear enhancement of electrons, revealing electrons are successfully
identified with HBD and LG.

Offline analysis. We examined whether the HBD and LG achieve the
expected performances for pions. First, we reconstructed tracks using
the SSD and GTR hit information. Then we required the position
matching between the tracks and the hit positions of pion candidates
selected by either HBD or LG. We evaluated the HBD (or LG) response
to the tracks associated with the LG (or HBD) hits.

Fig. 7 shows the residual between the HBD or LG hit positions and
predicted positions by the tracks (reconstructed from the SSD and GTR
hits). In Fig. 7(a), the HBD is in the forward bias mode to obtain the
pion tracks for evaluating the rejection power of the LG in the next
step. Similarly, the pion candidates with a low pulse height of the LG
are selected in Fig. 7(b). These criteria for selecting pions are the same
as those shown in Fig. 6. The horizontal pitch of the HBD readout pads
is 15.4 mm and that of the LG segment is 124 mm. The HBD and LG
hit positions matched reasonably well with the reconstructed tracks.

The averaged primary beam intensities were 5.5 ù 109 protons/spill
in Fig. 7(a) and 4.4 ù 109 protons/spill in Fig. 7(b). The magenta
histograms represent the residuals between the HBD or LG hit posi-
tions in a different event and the projected track positions without
normalization. The mixed-event residual distribution is significantly
suppressed compared to the foreground distribution in the peak re-
gions. This indicates that we obtain the tracks with high purity by
requiring position matching of the tracks reconstructed from the SSD,
GTR, and HBD or LG hit positions.

The responses of the HBD and LG to pion samples selected by the
other electron identification detectors are shown in Fig. 8. Event sam-
ples were selected under the cut condition for the position matching, as
shown in Fig. 7. The mixed-event distribution is subtracted to eliminate
the effect of mistracking. When no HBD (LG) hits are found within
20 mm (80 mm) horizontally and 20 mm (100 mm) vertically around
the extrapolation points of the tracks, the entries were filled as zero.
The expected electron spectrum of the HBD was obtained from Fig. 6(a)
and that of the LG was based on the result of previous experiments
using a positron beam at ELPH.1 Both the HBD and LG signals for pions
were sufficiently suppressed compared with the online thresholds for
the electron trigger. The rejection performances were 97.6 ± 0.6% and
91.2 ± 0.7% for the HBD and LG, respectively, at the online thresholds.
These results are consistent with the design performance considering
the momentum dependence of the LG response. Therefore, we con-
firmed that the electron identification system exhibits the expected pion
rejection performance through the analysis of commissioning data.

1 Research Center for Electron–Photon Science, Tohoku University
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Systematic study of the spectrum of phi meson change in nuclei.
- Nuclear size dependence.
- Mesons’ momentum dependence 

(i.e. dispersion relation of meson in nuclear matter).

Experimental Challenges
- Branching ratio of  φ→!! + !" ~ 3×10"# is small. 
- Thin target (0.5% '$) is required to suppress the trigger 

background and radiative tail. 

Our Approaches
- 30 GeV primary proton beam at J-PARC (1 ×10%$ protons/spill).
- Horizontal ±15° ~ ±135°, vertical ±45° is covered.
- Using various targets (CH&, C, Cu, Pb) 

Detectors Design Values
- Tracking : 5.8 MeV mass resolution for slow meson (βγ < 0.5)

≒ 100 μm position resolution.
- Pion Rejection               : 99.97% with HBD×LG.
- High-rate capability     : ~10' Hz interaction rate.

❏ Examine βγ dependence of excess ratio. 
- Only slow/Cu φ is significant in E325.
- All bins for Cu will be significant in E16 Run1 (2024-)

❏ Pb target will be installed in Run2 (After 2024).
- Clear separated peaks could be seen selecting βγ < 0.5.
- Target nuclear-size dependence can be investigated more 

systematically.  

βγ
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J-PARC E16 Experiment

Detector Commissioning RunSTATUS OF THE EXPERIMENT
▪ First beam: May 24, 2020.
▪ Commissioning runs: June 2020 and June 2021

▪ All detectors, triggers, and DAQ worked well 
▪ Detector performance in commissioning data
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Photo of Spectrometer

Pilot data has been taken
Physics Run in 2024

Reconstructed Target Profile

Track reconstruction

[mm]

Cu Cu

Carbon

Expected Results

Summary

Schematic of Spectrometer

Target Projection on Beam Axis 

Table : Resolution of Each GTR 

S.Nakasuga et al., Proc. of 16th VCI,  (NIMA 1041 (2022) 167335)
K. Kanno et al., Proc. of 7th MPGD, (JINST 18 (2023) C06021) 

Left      : Measured energy deposit with LG for electron and pion selected by HBD.
Middle: Measured Pulse-height distribution of HBD. 
Right   : Difference of two histograms on the middle panel.  11 ± 1 p.e. is 

consistent with expected performance.
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❏ The J-PARC E16 experiment has been launched to investigate 
the mass modification of vector mesons in nuclei.

❏ Detector commissioning run was performed in 2020-2021 and 
achieved required (enough) performances for eID (tracking). 

❏ The dependence of excess on βγ/targets demonstrates the  
existence of spectral change of mesons in nuclei. Furthermore, 
the momentum dependence of mass will be measured.

B. MEM analysis of OPE data in vacuum
and at finite density

After the investigation of mock data of the last section,
we are now in a position to study the actual OPE and to give
an accurate interpretation of the obtained results.
Let us start with the spectral function in vacuum, for

which we analyze the OPE data of Eqs. (7)–(9). The result
closely resembles the one of Fig. 2 and we thus do not show
it here. For the peak position (mϕ), we get a value of
1.075 GeV, which lies 56 MeV above the experimental
value of 1.019 GeV. Note that we have deliberately chosen
a rather small value for the strange quark condensate to get
this mass. This is done in purpose of starting the analysis
from a spectral function in the vacuum that is as realistic as
possible, as higher quark condensate values would lead to
an even larger mϕ.
Next, we proceed to the main subject of interest of this

paper, the behavior of the ϕ meson at finite density. As a
first example, we choose two values of the strange sigma
term, provided by recent lattice QCD calculations [10,12],
for which we have intentionally chosen results that lie on
the lower and upper range of the values reported during the
past few years. They will therefore provide a lower and
upper limit for the mass shift of the ϕ meson, based on
these lattice results. The behavior of the ϕ meson mass as a
function of density is shown in the upper plot of Fig. 4,
where it is seen that the ϕ meson mass shift at nuclear
matter density lies roughly in the range of þ10 MeV∼
−10 MeV.
This result is especially interesting in view of the fact that

earlier sum rule studies have all [22–25,27,31,32] obtained
a negative mass shift at nuclear matter density, while here
we get both the possibility of a positive and negative mass
shift, depending on the value of σsN . The reason for this
discrepancy is twofold. First, the recent lattice QCD values
of the strange sigma term are much smaller than those that
had been used until about a decade ago, which significantly
reduces the contribution of this term to the OPE of Eq. (12).
Furthermore, the twist-2 gluonic term of dimension four,
which was not considered in these works, has turned out to
have quite a large effect, leading to a further increase of
the mass. Hence, the situation is now quite different from
what it used to be and it is at present not even clear whether
there will be a positive, negative, or any mass shift at all at
nuclear matter density.
In this context, let us mention the works using hadronic

models with phenomenologically determined effective
Lagrangians [27,62–64], which at normal nuclear matter
density get a small but negative mass shift of below
10 MeV and a width about an order of magnitude larger
than the vacuum value. As can be observed in Fig. 4, this is
consistent with our QCD sum rule result and some of the
recent lattice QCD computation ranges of σsN , but would
exclude too-small values of the strange sigma term, for
which the mass shift is positive.

As explained in the introduction, we do not choose
any specific value of the strange sigma term, but study the
modification of the ϕmeson more generally as a function of
this parameter. The result of this investigation is given in
the lower plot of Fig. 4, where the ϕ meson mass at nuclear
matter density is shown as a function of σsN . Here, the
error band includes the uncertainties of As

2, As
4, Ag

2,
2mqhNjq̄qjNi, κN , and of the twist-4 terms of dimension
six. Furthermore, the systematic errors of the MEM
analysis stemming from the possible broadening of the
ϕ meson peak and the modification of the continuum,
discussed at the end of Sec. III A, are also taken into
account. Figure 4 clearly demonstrates that there is an
(almost) linear relationship between the ϕmeson mass shift
and σsN . Altogether, the result of Fig. 4 can most simply be
fitted by a constant plus a term linear in σsN:

mϕðρÞ
mϕð0Þ

− 1 ¼
!
b0 − b1

"
σsN

1 MeV

#$
ρ
ρ0

; ð13Þ

with ρ0 representing the normal nuclear matter density.
Our fit gives b0 ¼ ð1.00% 0.34Þ × 10−2 and b1 ¼ ð2.86%
0.48Þ × 10−4, which means that the mass shift changes its
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FIG. 4 (color online). (Upper plot): Peak position of ϕmeson as
a function of the density ρ, for value ranges of the strange sigma
term σsN , obtained from the MILC [10] and JLQCD [12] lattice
QCD collaborations. The σsN values are 61% 9 MeV for MILC
and 8% 21 MeV for JLQCD. (Lower plot): Peak positions of the
ϕ meson at nuclear matter density ρ0 as a function of
σNs ¼ mshNjs̄sjNi. For both plots, the peak positions are given
relative to the ϕ mass in vacuum.
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Peak positions of the φ meson at 
density $% as a function of σ&'

Result of KEK-PS E325.
Change of mass spectrum is observed.

Expected excess ratio in Run1. 
Expected mass spectrum of the φ meson 
using Pb target in Run2, selecting very slow 
mesons.
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Schematic of GTR Schematic of HBD

Schematic of LG

Electron Identification Performance
- Achieved required values as shown in the table.

Table : Performance of HBD and LG
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